
INSPIRED BY YOUR WORK  

Rotary Instruments



FONA Colibri turbines
RELIABLE, POWERFUL, QUIET 
FONA Colibri turbines are taking reliability to the next level. Integrated patented AeroDynamic brake system 
ensures protection of the rotor at the highest speeds hence prolonging its lifetime. Especially designed spray 
nozzles and high quality ceramic ball bearings in the rotor reduce the noise. This makes Colibri more pleasant  
to work with. Lighting allows perfect visibility even in the posterior regions. As a real Colibri, FONA turbines have 
an excellent power-to-size ratio.

MORE POWER
Colibri turbines deliver excellent power-to-size ratio. 
AeroDynamic brake and specially designed cooling 
spray nozzles optimize power/noise/speed balance.

 

QUIETER THAN EVER
Special design of the cooling system 
and new rotor are combined with high 
quality bearings for quiet operation.

HIGHEST QUALITY
Resistant material and sure grip finishing. 
Precise rotor technology with high quality 
ceramic bearings. Manufactured with  
German precision.

FONA Eagle contra-angle handpieces
DURABLE, LIGHTWEIGHT, FAST
FONA Eagle contra-angle handpieces are perfectly balanced and anatomically shaped for easy and natural grip. 
Smooth design together with bulit-in antiretraction technology is easier to clean and gives extra protection against 
cross contamination. Biocompatible durable material used in these instruments prevents allergic reactions of 
your patients. Small head in combination with light allows to see clearly the working area. Three transmission 
versions (6:1, 1:1, 1:5) allow you to work with the speed up to 200,000 rpm.

SMALL HEAD, SAFE CHUCK
Easy to see the treatment area thanks 
to a small head diameter. Bur is safely 
nested in the strong chuck mechanism.

WORK FAST 
FONA Eagle can spin your bur at up to 200,000 rpm 
and thanks to the quick INTRAmatic connection, 
push button and effective cooling allows fast 
uninterrupted work.

LIGHTWEIGHTED AND RELIABLE 
Work easier with less stress to your 
muscles thanks to low weight. Durable 
material ensures long life and longer 
lasting surface quality.
 



PERFECTLY ILLUMINATING, LASTING, VERSATILE  
Master your prosthetic work with FONA Stork straight handpieces. FONA Stork Advance LUX is equipped with 
lighting for perfect illumination of your grinding and finishing spot. Thanks to its sure grip finishing and ergonomic 
design the work is both safe, precise and enjoyable.
  

FONA Stork straight handpieces

EXTREME DURABILITY
Single material body construction  
is extremely resistant to damage  
and ensures longer life of your
instrument.

PERFECT ILLUMINATION
As one of few straight handpieces 
equipped with the lighting it illuminates 
perfectly the working spot.

VERSATILE USE 
Ready for standard tool 
lengths but also for short 
versions thanks to included 
bur reduction. 

■■ Work faster, with more power and less effort 
■■ Dedicated sure grip zone for even safer operation 
■■ Quiet spray with high cooling efficiency 
■■ Fulfilling highest hygiene standards, autoclavable at 135°C 
■■ Anti slip finishing for even easier and safer use  
■■ Reliable everyday solution thanks to durable construction and material     
■■ Easier maintenance and cleaning thanks to the smooth surface 

EASY CONNECTIVITY
Designed to fit to Midwest 4 hole or Borden 3 
hole hose.

GERMAN QUALITY
Made in Germany with care and precision 
for long lifetime and comfortable use.

SURE GRIP SURFACE
Finishing optimized for sure grip 
under various treatment conditions.

FONA Jet air motors
SIMPLY RELIABLE
FONA Jet air motors are designed for long-lasting performance. With the forward/reverse switch and external 
cooling it is the perfect solution for dentists and dental students. Available in version for Midwest or Borden,  
it turns every turbine hose into the low-speed ready solution.



Dealer:

Every dental solution you need, FONA

Complete portfolio of reliable dental technology

Through decades of experience in dental business, deep understanding of dental specializations and 
use of modern technologies, FONA delivers complete, reliable and accessible dental solutions.

Together with our extensive network of business partners, we are closer to you around the world and 
support you in providing every patient with a healthy and happy smile.
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